Fun with Hardy and Remote Control Cars
Episode 8
Pilot Season
A Day with Uncle FunBuck

We are going to open the show with this scene. You are going to see a
mail man walking down the street and turn up the sidewalk to Hardy’s
house. While the mail man is walking up the sidewalk, Hardy is going to
be on the front porch waiting for the mail man to come. Hardy will see
him, stand up and ask the mail man “do you have it today “?

Show Opening

And the mail man looks up, see’s Hardy on the front porch and stops,
then he looks down into his pouch, shuffles through his mail, and he will
find a letter with a picture of Uncle FunBuck on it. The mail man will
pull the letter out, hold the letter up, and asks “is this what you are
looking for?” Hardy will say “It’s here! It came! My show is here! My
show is here!” The mail man will give the letter (with a DVD in it) and
Hardy says thanks and then turns and runs into the house.

When the child gets into the house, she starts to yell to his Mom “Mom!!!
Mom!!! It’s here!! My show came today!!” You will see the child run
through the house and we will film her coming into the kitchen and
finding her Mom, yelling “It’s here! It’s here! My show came in the mail
today!” Then Mom will say “That’s great Hardy! Go get your Dad and I’ll

get your brother, and lets watch it now”. Hardy runs through the house
yelling for his Dad “my show came Dad! Come watch it with us” and the
mom yells for Hardy’s brother.
Go get your
Dad and
let’s watch
it

We will film the whole family getting together on the couch in the living
room. Then Hardy puts the DVD in the player and hits start. Then the
camera will zoom into the TV and then my theme song and show
opening will occur.

Meet and Greet

We will have Hardy and parent come over to Buck’s house, and what we
are going to film is Buck on the front porch sitting on a rocking chair.

Buck will be reading a book ALL ABOUT REMOTE CONTROL CARS on
the front porch when when Hardy and the parent walk up the steps.
Buck puts down the book, says hi to Hardy and parent, and Buck asks
Hardy if she likes magicians. Hardy says “yes” and Buck says,” well then,
I have quite the surprise lined up for you today. We are going to have a
vistor today and they are goint to teach us allllll about remote control
cars. In fact, I think they should be here at any minute, wait, there they
are now!

No Outing, but a visit to Uncle FunBucks house
After the meet and greet, we see Tom pull in with a Hobby Lobby van and pull into
the driveway and park. Tom and Mitchell get out and come over and meet Buck and
Hardy.

After we meet Tom and Mitchell, Tank pulls out of his garage and comes
up to Buck and Hardy and Buck says “What’s up Tank?” Tank starts
ringing his bell.
Buck says “Not today Tank. We are not going on an outing today. We
are having Hobby Lobby over to teach us all about remote control cars.
We are not going to go anywhere today. And we hear Tanks bell ring
again and Buck says “sure you can have a friend come over. And we see
Tank’s car phone antennae rise up, and then we see another car phone
antannea rise up. Next thing you know, we see Sunny drive down the
street and come over to hang out with Tank. We see Tank and Sunny
pull into the garage.
Then we turn our attention to Tom. Tom has brought with him a bunch
of remote control cars for us to learn about.
Tom asks “Hey Hardy, do you like remote control cars? And Hardy says
“I sure do”. And Tom says “great. Let me set up a little and we can teach
you all about remote control cars.”

We see Tom and Mitchell set up a table and they put 4 remote control
cars on it. When they are done setting up, Tom comes over to Buck and
Hardy and says “when you get into remote control cars for the first time,
it is always best to start with an entry level remote control car. Don’t
spend more the $30-$40 because it is a car that you will use to learn on.
This car is the car that you will be learning on, and you will most likely
make mistakes judging the speed and how sharp it will turn. What I am
trying to say is, this is the car that you will beat up the most. You will
crash it, you will roll it, you will hit things and you will most likely break
it. But that’s ok. This is the car that it is OK to crash. “

Then Tom turns to Hardy and says “this is the controller for the car right
here. It is a 2 channel controller. One channel controls the speed and
one channel controls the steering. Here you to Hardy. Do you think you
can drive it?” “I can try” says Hardy.
Hardy takes the car, sets it on the ground, turns on the car and the
remote, and then he gives it a go.

Hardy drives the car and he does great! He drives it easily around the
driveway, back and forth without any problems at all! A piece of cake!
Then Tom says “Hardy that was great! It looks like you have done that
before. You are a pro at this. Then Tom hands the remote to me and I
hold it. Tom then says to me and Hardy, “this is the intermediate
remote control car. It is a little faster, it has 4 channels on the radio that
control a horn and lights, it has a bunch more features, and this is a car
that you want to get after you learn how to drive. Tom hands the
remote of this car to Hardy and then picks up the car, turns it on and he
instructs Hardy to try and take things a little slower before going full
speed.

Hardy again is impressive. Hardy drives the car like a pro, driving it
around the drive way just fine as Buck drives the beginner car around
the drive way. You see Buck and Hardy have a good time driving the
cars around the driveway. Then Buck and Hardy drive the cars back to
Tom and then Tom introduces Buck and Hardy to the top of the line
electric remote control car.
Tom shows us the latest and greatest in electric remote control cars. It
has every feature available and Tom tells us about it. This has lights, it
has a horn, it does 0-60 in 5 seconds. It has forward AND reverse. It has
4 wheel steering. It has an ejector seat. It can go underwater. It can go
to the moon and back without melting from reentry.
Tom puts it on the driveway and drives it first. Boy is it fast! Tom
drives it like a pro. He then gives the remote to Hardy and tells Hardy
“take it easy! This one can get away from you very easily. But Hardy,
once again, drives like a pro! He is very impressive. I drive the
intermediate car in the driveway and Tom takes the beginner car and
now there are 3 cars driving around on the driveway.
We drive the cars back and Tom then shows us the gas remote control
car. This has a suspension system, knobby tires and it is built for off
road travel. Tom turns everything on, puts the car on the driveway and
he starts it like he would a lawn mower. A bunch of blue smoke comes
out, and Tom reaches for the remote control and starts to drive it. It
goes fast, on the grass and on the driveway. Tom drives the car back to
the table and hands the remote to Hardy. Hardy is a R.C. pro. He drives
the car around the driveway with ease and he makes it look so easy.
Buck drives the intermediate car, Tom drives the top of the line electric

car and Mitchell drives the beginner car. There are 4 remote control
cars driving around the driveway and all of a sudden, Tank and Sunny
roll out of the garage half way and Buck yells “Tank! Sunny! Stop!” And
Tank and Sunny stop half way out of the garage. Buck says “hey you
two. Watch out! Don’t come out any more. I don’t want you to run over
any of the remote control cars driving in the driveway. Head back into
the garage, will ya?”
And we see Tank and Sunny roll back into the garage. All of a sudden,
Buck looks back at the garage and sees a TON OF WHITE SMOKE
pouring out of the garage. Buck runs over and says “Tank.
What….have….you…..done????” And Buck walks into the smoke waving
his arms, and then all of a sudden, Tank and Sunny have shrunk
themselves down and they drive through Bucks legs!

Buck spins around and says “OH Tank and Sunny. You wanted to come
out and play with the remote control cars! Cool!
And we see Tank and Sunny driving around with the remote control
cars. After a while, Buck says “OK Tank and Sunny back into the garage.
And we see Tank and Sunny turn around and head back into the garage.
Then as Buck is walking back to the table to meet Tom, Buck looks back
at the garage and he sees a TON of white smoke billowing out of the
garage doors.

Buck says “Tank…..Sunny……you ok?” but we hear nothing. Then we
hear a noise coming from the garage. Buck starts to walk over to the
garage and he says “Tank…..Sunny….you guys ok?” and then as Buck
walks into the garage door, Buck says “oooohhhhhh mmmmmyyyyyyy
ggggooooosssshhhhhh!

And then you see 15 mini Tanks and 15 mini Sunny’s storm out of the
garage. Buck starts to worry a lot. “Tank, watch out. Tank, don’t run
into Sunny. And they are bumping into each other. They are rolling
over. Buck is telling them to watch out and drive safe. Buck is turning
them back over. Buck is running around everywhere! We will shoot all
of these buses driving about from up on top of the garage, from on top of
Bob’s garage, and they will be going everyewhere!

After a few minutes, Buck says “Tank, Sunny lets get back in the garage”.
But none of the Sunny’s or Tanks listen. Buck yells a little louder “Tanks
and Sunny’s, C’mon, get in the garage.” But none of the busses listen.
Finally, Buck puts a smirk on his face and runs into the garage and
comes out with a bottle in his hand and says “who wants a Tank Treat
“as Buck holds up the bottle. All of a sudden, ALL of the busses turn

around and Buck runs into the garage and ALL the busses follow him in.
Buck is in the garage for a second, and just as the smoke starts to come
out of the garage, Buck runs out just in the nick of time!

Buck walk back to Tom and Hardy and says “Boy! That was crazy! All
those Tanks and Sunny’s!!”
I apologize to Tom and Hardy for Tank and Sunny getting carried away,
and we start to finish the program. Tom says we were almost finished
anyway. Tom just wanted to point out that the Remote Conrol world is
fun, and once you get into it, you are going to love it. Tom shows us
some other remote control toys, such as the remote control airplane and
Tom tells the appropriate age range, then the Quadcopter, Hexicopter
and helicopter, and then remote control boats. All of these are readily
available at your local hobby store or they can go online to
unclefunbuck.com and find out more.
Then Hardy’s dad shows up and Buck signs off the show.

